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PDP
Product Detail Page (PDP)

The PDP is the primary interface 
for customers to see and evaluate 
products online. It shows all the 
available information for a given 
product, including all images, color 
choices, price, and availability, 
among other data.

The Add to Brown Bag button is 
featured prominently to assist the 
customer in buying the displayed 
product.
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PDP Panes
Product Detail Page Panes

The PDP is made up of a single 
static left side and a series of 
panes that the user can drag into 
view. This diagram is an attempt to 
explain how these panes are 
structured. 

The number and order of the panes 
is configurable, although as a 
standard practice the product detail 
pane is first since it contains the 
purchase button. 

The edges of the pane are “sticky” 
- they are programmed to stop in 
the frame and to move to the next 
pane, the user must scroll several 
pixels before the frame comes 
“unstuck”. 

If a pane has more content than 
can fit in its column, that pane will 
allow vertical scrolling.

Screen
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PDP - Product Description
PDP - Product Description

The second pane of information on 
swipe left is the detailed description 
of the item. This is generally text 
with no links embedded. 
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PDP - Customer Reviews
PDP-User Reviews 

The third pane of information on 
swipe left is the Customer 
Reviews. Each review is listed in 
reverse chronological order. 

Note this pane has a vertical scroll 
area across the entire pane starting 
just below the notation of the 
number of reviews. The scrolling 
box is large enough to include all of 
the current reviews. 
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PDP - You Might Also Like
PDP - You Might Also Like

Items similar to the main subject of 
the PDP are listed in a grid fashion 
in this pane. 

This pane can scroll vertically to 
accommodate more items.
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PDP - Color & Quantity selectors
PDP Selectors

On press of a menu icon 
(downward arrow) a menu appears 
to show the user what options are 
available in a list. 

On press of a more complex set of 
options, an overlay is used, such 
as the color overlay, which is in a 
grid pattern. 

NOTE, despite what is shown here, 
the selectors are only shown one at 
a time. As a new selector opens, 
the previous selector closes.
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PDP - Other Stores selector
Other Stores Selector

Inventory for an item is shown on 
press of “CHECK ANOTHER 
STORE.”

This information is shown in an 
overlay listing each local store and 
the number of said items on hand. 
On press of the store name, the 
overlay will expand to show the 
address of that store.
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PDP - Share
PDP - Share

On press of “SHARE” a 
combination e-mail and QR Code 
overlay is shown. 
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PDP - Favorited
PDP - Favorited

On press of “ADD TO 
FAVORITES” the text changes to 
“ADDED TO FAVORITES” (bold) 
and the Favorites icon is colored to 
show it has contents. 
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PDP - image enlargement
PDP - Image Enlargement

On press of any item photograph, 
the enlarged image is shown over 
the PDP. 

On press of the close X circle at 
top right, this image is returned to 
normal size and the user returns to 
the PDP.
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PDP - Sale price & multiple alt images
Multiple Images

When there are more images than 
can be shown in the space 
provided, the images are able to 
scroll horizontally, to allow the user  
to bring them on screen. 
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PDP - Add to Bag
PDP - Add to Bag

The primary button “ADD TO BAG” 
is available and prominent if the 
item is available for shipping. 

See Add to Bag for overlay that 
results from pressing button.
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PDP - Member ("see the collection" or "SHOP THE LOOK")
PDP Member

If an item is a member of a 
collection, a secondary button is 
displayed reading “SHOP THE 
LOOK” or “See the Collection.”

On press of the button, the user 
goes to the Master Page.  See 
Master as an example.



MASTER / MEMBER
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Master
Master

The Master is a variant on PDP 
that shows a collection of items. 
Prominent on the first pane is the 
“CHOOSE YOUR ITEMS” button to 
allow you to see items in the 
collection. 
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Master - Product Description
Master - Product Description 

Just like the single item PDP, the 
Master PDP shows the details of 
the collection in a Description 
pane. 
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Master - Customer Reviews
Master - Customer Reviews 

Customer reviews of the collection 
are shown in the third pane of 
information in the Master page.
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Master - You Might Also Like 
Master - You Might Also Like 

The final pane of the Master shows 
items that are related to the 
collection shown. Each leads to a 
PDP of the item displayed. 
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Master - Member Overlay
Master - Member Overlay

On press of the “CHOOSE YOUR 
ITEMS” button, this overlay is 
displayed, showing all the items in 
the collection as a list. 

Each list item is in turn connected 
to a specific item’s PDP or other 
data.


